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Abstract.

The Cloud Climate Change Initiative (Cloud_cci) satellite simulator has been developed to enable comparisons between the

Cloud_cci Climate Data Record (CDR) and climate models. The Cloud_cci simulator is applied here to the EC-Earth Global

Climate Model as well as the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model (RACMO) Regional Climate Model. We demonstrate the

importance of using a satellite simulator that emulates the retrieval process underlying the Climate Data Record (CDR) as op-5

posed to taking the model output directly. The impact of not sampling the model at the local overpass time of the polar-orbiting

satellites used to make the dataset was shown to be large, yielding up to 100 % error in Liquid Water Path (LWP) simulations in

certain regions. The simulator removes all clouds with optical thickness smaller than 0.2 to emulate the Cloud_cci CDR’s lack

of sensitivity to very thin clouds. This reduces Total Cloud Fraction (TCF) globally by about 10 % for EC-Earth and by a few

percent for RACMO over Europe. Globally, compared to the Cloud_cci CDR, EC-Earth is shown to be mostly in agreement10

on the distribution of clouds and their height, but it generally underestimates the high cloud fraction associated with tropical

convection regions, and overestimates the occurrence and height of clouds over the Sahara and the Arabian sub-continent. In

RACMO, TCF is higher than retrieved over the northern Atlantic Ocean, but lower than retrieved over the European continent,

where in addition the Cloud Top Pressure (CTP) is underestimated. The results shown here demonstrate again that a simulator

is needed to make meaningful comparisons between modeled and retrieved cloud properties. It is promising to see that for15

(nearly) all cloud properties the simulator improves the agreement of the model with the satellite data.

1 Introduction

Clouds have a critical impact on the Earth’s radiative budget and its hydrological cycle, yet clouds also present the largest

source of uncertainties in climate models (Zelinka et al., 2017). Therefore, in order to increase the fidelity of a model’s ability

to predict a future climate, a realistic representation of clouds is needed. Indeed, for decades the representation of clouds in20

models has improved to the degree that we can now make confident statements on the overall cloud-feedback response to a

changing climate (Klein et al., 2013; Zelinka et al., 2017). This improvement has for a considerable part been enabled by

the increased availability of global satellite measurements of clouds. However, despite that great strides have been made in
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improving the representation of clouds since the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s first assessment report,

they still constitute one of the main challenges to climate modeling (Stocker et al., 2013).

More than 30 years ago, to improve weather forecasts operational weather satellites were launched to monitor the atmo-

sphere and surface. Thanks to their strategic importance these satellites have been, and still are being replaced at the end of5

their mission. Several cloud CDRs have made use of the long-term data continuity from these satellites, and together they

have greatly enhanced our understanding of climate. There are several satellite CDRs based on more than 30 years worth

of passive measurements including International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Young et al., 2018), Pathfinder

Atmospheres- Extended (PATMOS-x) (Heidinger et al., 2014), Satellite Application Facility on Climate Monitoring (CM SAF)

cLoud, Albedo and RAdiation dataset (CLARA)-A2 (Karlsson et al., 2017), and the CDR this paper concerns, Cloud Climate10

Change Initiative (Cloud_cci) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-PM v2.0 (Stengel et al., 2017).

All these long-term CDRs have very good spatial coverage and are sufficiently long to capture naturally occurring inter-

annual cycles such as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and to detect potential climate change signals that emerge from

the internal variability (noise) inherent to the climate system. They all have their strengths and weaknesses. For example,

ISCCP is well suited for assessing the diurnal cycle of clouds because it uses measurements from geostationary satellites.15

The other aforementioned data records make use of the spectrally more resolved information from the polar orbiting AVHRR

instrument, allowing the retrieval of a wider range of cloud products with presumably higher accuracy.

The Cloud_cci CDR (except its cloud mask and phase identification) has been retrieved using the Optimal Estimation

(OE) technique. All cloud properties are radiatively consistent with each other since they were retrieved simultaneously using

Visible (VIS) and thermal Infrared (IR) channel measurements. One general benefit to the OE technique is that uncertainties20

in a-priori estimates and other input data will be propagated and therefore uncertainty estimates are also retrieved together

with the solution. The uncertainty retrievals, which provide the modeled random error in the retrieval, are useful since they

provide a guide in identifying the CDR’s strengths and weaknesses. However, a user still needs to be mindful of systematic

errors in retrievals (biases), which are not reported despite often being the most serious source of retrieval error. Systematic

errors in retrievals are often heavily situation dependent and can only be estimated by validation against bias-free reference25

observations.

Other CDRs from passive imagers, such as MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Advanced Along-

Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR), Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), also provide global cloud products

but these satellites are research missions and are not expected to be replaced and have not been around for as long as the

AVHRR-based CDRs, so the corresponding data records are shorter and therefore less suitable for climate studies. However,30

these CDRs are also very valuable since they are based on retrievals from more advanced instruments which measure at more

wavelengths, and therefore generally can provide arguably even better cloud retrievals.

Since 2006, climate model developers have made great use of measurements from the satellite-borne active instruments

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation (CALIOP) (Winker et al., 2009) and CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002). These

measure the vertical distribution of clouds and the lidar has a much stronger sensitivity to thin clouds than measurements from35

(nadir-looking) passive instruments, such as those mentioned earlier. The CDRs from these active instruments have immensely
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improved our understanding of the vertical structure of clouds and their occurrence in general. They have also been used to

constrain the vertical distribution of clouds and their impact on the radiation budget in models. CALIOP and CloudSat data

have also served as very accurate references for validating and improving passive imager based cloud retrievals (e.g., Stengel

et al., 2015; Karlsson and Håkansson, 2018).5

When these CDRs are used for the evaluation of (climate) models, it is important to realize that, in general modeled clouds

cannot be directly compared to satellite derived CDRs. In the models, clouds are represented as bulk properties on grids ranging

from on the order of 10 km for regional models to 100 km for global models, while the observations are made by instruments

that typically measure at much smaller scales. The sensitivity of satellite retrievals to clouds also strongly depends on the

wavelength at which the measurements are being made as well as the type of cloud that is being observed (Waliser et al.,10

2009). On top of this, clouds are represented on a three-dimensional spatial grid in models, whereas retrievals based on passive

VIS and IR instruments, like the Cloud_cci CDR, do not yield vertically resolved information on clouds, but rather cloud-top

and column-integrated cloud properties. Therefore, to assess modeled cloudiness against observations, these and more factors

should be taken into account in order to make the modeled and satellite-retrieved clouds comparable.

This notion led to the development of so-called satellite simulators. Jakob and Klein (1999) described the first satellite15

product simulator for the ISCCP CDR. The use of the ISCCP simulator was demonstrated in a model evaluation in Webb et al.

(2001). Since then several studies using the ISCCP simulator were made in an effort to constrain modelled clouds, and good

progress was made (e.g., Norris et al., 2016; Terai et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017).

Following the initial developments for ISCCP, many other cloud property- satellite simulators have been established for

a range of instruments. Simulators for passive VIS-IR imagers include the MODIS simulator by Pincus et al. (2012) and20

Spinning Enhanced Visible Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) simulators by Bugliaro et al. (2011) and Jonkheid et al. (2012) (The

latter reference also provides a conceptual framework of cloud simulators in general and their role in model evaluation.)

Quickbeam simulates the vertical profile of clouds that would have been measured by the satellite-borne cloud radar CloudSat,

if the model atmosphere was the real atmosphere (Haynes et al., 2007). Similarly a simulator of lidar data was developed for

comparison with the Calipso CDR as described in Chepfer et al. (2008). The ECSIM tool (Voors et al., 2007) simulates the25

instruments in the EarthCARE mission, targeting small-scale cloud fields in particular.

A range of these satellite simulators have been gathered into a simulator package called Cloud Feedback Model Intercom-

parison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011; Swales et al., 2018) which is

now considered an indispensable tool for assessing the representation of clouds in climate models. Particularly since there are

several different flavours of satellite CDR simulators in COSP, a user can use different simulators to address different aspects30

of a model (Kay et al., 2012; Webb et al., 2017; Song et al., 2017). The COSP is a self-contained software package that re-

quires model input of vertical cloud, temperature and humidity data. COSP can be installed into a model code so that simulated

observational data can be generated and saved together with other model fields. However, COSP can also be used “offline” on

archived model data. The main advantage of running COSP integrated into the models’ own software environment is to avoid

storing large volumes of data otherwise needed for running the simulators afterwards. The disadvantage of installing COSP

into a model is that, when installed in the model, run-time is considerably increased (Norris et al., 2016).
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Here we present the Cloud_cci satellite product simulator that emulates the Cloud_cci CDR so that climate modellers can

make full use of this new CDR and its advantages. This simulator is not yet a part of COSP, but will be included in a branch on

the COSP github (https://github.com/CFMIP/COSPv2.0) so that anyone who downloads this publicly available package will5

automatically have access to this simulator. The usefulness of the Cloud_cci simulator is demonstrated by applying it for an

evaluation of the Global Climate Model (GCM) EC-Earth (Hazeleger et al., 2010) and the Regional Climate Model (RCM)

RACMO (van Meijgaard et al., 2012).

The structure of this paper is as follows: the EC-Earth and RACMO models are described in Sect. 2.1 and Sect. 2.2, respec-

tively, while the satellite Cloud_cci CDR is outlined in Sect. 2.3. The simulator proposed in this paper is presented in detail in10

Sect. 3. Results from applying the satellite simulator to EC-Earth and RACMO are given in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, respectively.

Finally, the results are summarized in Sect. 6.

2 Models and CDRs

2.1 Global climate model: EC-Earth

EC-Earth is a global climate system model. Its atmospheric part is based on the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) of the15

European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model. The version used in this study, EC-Earth3.2beta

(Boussetta et al., 2016), is based on IFS cy36r4 in addition to a few important physical adjustments mainly related to the

non-orographic gravity wave drag parameterization (latitudinal and resolution dependency of the launch momentum flux) and

the diurnal cycle of convection (Bechtold et al., 2014).

To reproduce present day climate variability, EC-Earth was run with prescribed observed Sea Surface Temperature (SST)20

and sea-ice using European Re-Analysis (ERA)-Interim monthly data as the lower boundary condition, according to the At-

mospheric Model Inter-comparison Project (AMIP) protocol. EC-Earth was run with a horizontal resolution of 70 km and on

91 vertical levels. The simulator will be installed in EC-Earth by including the simulator in COSP, but for this experiment the

full model vertical fields were stored every 6 hours and the model parameterization formulas for cloud overlap and particle

effective radius were used to reproduce the in-model variables needed for the simulator.25

The satellite simulated cloud variables were compared with the Cloud_cci AVHRR-PM L3C data record, described in

Sect. 2.3 after being aggregated to match the model resolution.

2.2 Regional climate model: RACMO

The hydrostatic RCM RACMO2 (van Meijgaard et al., 2012) was originally built from the parameterization package of physical

processes employed in the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) model merged with the dynamical kernel of the High30

Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) (Unden et al., 2002) Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model. RACMO2.3 is

used in this study. It is based on ECMWF IFS cy33r2, which constitutes large overlaps with the ECMWF physics of cy36r4

used in EC-Earth3.2 as described in Sect. 2.1.
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Other physics components include a Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE) driven eddy-diffusivity mass-flux scheme (Siebesma

et al., 2007; Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004) for mixing and cloud processes in the boundary layer, a scheme for deep convection

(originated by Tiedtke, 1989), a prognostic cloud scheme (Tiedtke, 1993; Tompkins et al., 2007), and the land surface/soil5

scheme Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (TESSEL) (HTESSEL) (Balsamo et al., 2009).

A Rapid Radiation Transfer Module (RRTM) accounts for solar (Clough et al., 2005) and terrestrial radiation (Mlawer et al.,

1997). The effect of clouds on radiation at the sub-grid scale is represented by the independent column approximation (ICA;

(Morcrette et al., 2008).

In the past years, RACMO has been frequently used in transient climate simulations with different GCM drivers (EC-Earth,10

Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model (HadGEM)2-ES) in the framework of Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling

Experiment (CORDEX) (Giorgi and Gutowski, 2015) and in preparation of the KNMI’14 climate scenarios for the Netherlands

(van den Hurk et al., 2014).

For this study, integrations with RACMO were carried out for the years 2011 to 2014 at a 25 km horizontal resolution and

40 model levels using a hybrid vertical coordinate. The model domain, configured by employing a rotated pole coordinate,15

roughly encompasses the region between 30°W to 50°E, and between 30°N and 70°N. The integrations were driven by ERA-

Interim atmospheric fields at the lateral boundaries and temperature and sea-ice extent at the sea surface. They were carried out

in hindcast mode (instead of climate mode) implying short-term runs of 36 hours. In the chosen set up, runs were re-initialized

daily at 12 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) from ERA-Interim including the land surface state.

To avoid effects from spin up, in particular in the cloud fields, the first 12 hours of each run were not considered in the further20

processing. In this way a quasi-continuous long-term time series of non-overlapping model output was constructed. The benefit

of employing hindcast mode rather than climate mode is that the model atmospheric state stays close to the quasi-observed

large-scale flow imposed by ERA-Interim, facilitating the comparison of the simulated cloud parameters with those inferred

from satellite observations. Multi-level output, including cloud parameters like instantaneous cloud fraction, cloud liquid water

content and cloud ice content was archived in 3-hourly resolved files. The Cloud_cci simulator was then applied to this model25

output on the native RACMO grid.

Simulated model results were compared with the Cloud_cci CDR (see Sect. 2.3), which was aggregated to 25 km resolution

in order to match the model resolution. Observed ice cloud fraction and liquid water cloud fraction was calculated from the

number of 0.5 degree pixels indicating ice and liquid water clouds, respectively, in the designated 25 km cell. The aggregation

of remaining cloud parameters was carried out accordingly.30

2.3 The Cloud_cci CDR

For this study we use the Cloud_cci AVHRR-PM v2.0 CDR, which contains cloud properties retrieved from global AVHRR

observations from the afternoon satellites of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth Observing

System (EOS) mission NOAA-7,9,11,14,16,18,19 (Stengel et al., 2017). Created with the Community Cloud Retrieval for

Climate (CC4CL) (Sus et al., 2018; McGarragh et al., 2018) using all 5 spectral bands of AVHRR, the following core cloud

properties are contained in the CDR: cloud mask (fraction), cloud phase, CTP, visible cloud optical depth at 550nm (τc),
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cloud particle effective radius (re), and Cloud Water Path (CWP). Except cloud mask and phase, which were determined5

separately in an initial step, the mentioned cloud properties were retrieved simultaneously applying the OE technique (e.g.,

Rodgers, 2009). Using these pixel-level retrievals, the data was processed to 1) daily composites (Level-3U) which contains

un-averaged pixel retrievals sampled onto a global 0.05°×0.05° latitude longitude grid and 2) monthly mean and histogram

products (Level-3C) for which all pixel-level retrievals are averaged (aggregated in case of histograms) within a month on a

0.5°×0.5° latitude–longitude grid. In this study we used the following data of the Cloud_cci AVHRR-PM v2.0 CDR:10

– Global, Level-3C monthly mean products for the period 1982-2014. This data is used for comparisons to global EC-Earth

data.

– Level-3U data for a European subset for the period 2011-2014. This data is used for comparisons to RACMO.

Cloud_cci CDR v2.0 has been used in the past for evaluating model data, e.g. (Lauer et al., 2017; Keller et al., 2017; Baró

et al., 2018; Lohmann and Neubauer, 2018) although with the limitation of not having the Cloud_cci simulator applied. There15

are some natural limitations of the Cloud_cci CDR related to cloud sensitivity. For instance the dataset will not contain all

thin clouds as they are sometimes too thin to be distinguished by measurements from the AVHRR instruments. Karlsson and

Håkansson (2018) found that for the CLARA dataset, which is also based on AVHRR, the global average τc detection limit

was τc=0.225. Results using the same methods used in the aforementioned paper found a slightly lower global limit at τc=0.2

(0.21) for version 2 of the Cloud_cci CDR (Karlsson and Devasthale, 2018). This limit is however not to be understood that all20

clouds with smaller τcs are missed, rather than the occurrence of clouds with smaller COTs is underestimated. The threshold

further represents a global mean value.

2.3.1 Retrieval artifacts

Measurements from AVHRR used in the Cloud_cci CDR do in most cases not provide enough information to distinguish multi-

layer from single-layer clouds, and this can lead to large uncertainties in the derived cloud retrievals. For instance, if an opaque25

cloud is overlapping any cloud, the cloud top properties will belong to the upper cloud. However, if a low cloud is overlain by a

semi-transparent high cloud, the measured upwelling radiation will contain information from both cloud layers, and potentially

the underlying surface and the cloud top properties cannot be correctly retrieved. Such cases may be misclassified as mid-level

clouds adding uncertainty to the cloud retrievals, especially retrievals of mid-layer clouds. Also the low cloud fraction may

be underestimated due to overlapping high clouds obscuring them from satellite view. As described in the next section, the30

method by which the simulator retrieves cloud top height accounts for these problems, and the aforementioned biases should

be emulated.

However, there are several conditions that impact the performance of cloud detection for Cloud_cci (or any CDR) that are not

replicated by simulators. A retrievals’ sensitivity to clouds also depends on the underlying surface type and the illumination,

temperature and humidity conditions.

Karlsson and Håkansson (2018) showed that the cloud detection skill over mid-latitude oceans is in general much better than

the global average whereas over the Polar regions during winter it is particularly difficult to retrieve clouds. They showed that in5
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fact it is difficult to find a suitable optical depth limit for clouds in Polar regions ((see Fig. 13 Karlsson and Håkansson, 2018))

as other factors rather than cloud thickness may be equally important in determining whether or not a cloud is detected. Here the

main problem arises during night time when the snow covered surface can have the same temperature as low clouds, rendering

them indistinguishable from the surface at infrared frequencies. Also, broken clouds and fractional clouds, i.e., clouds that are

smaller than the measurement footprints are very difficult to retrieve accurately ((e.g., Karlsson and Håkansson, 2018)). In10

these situations the measured radiance is a mixture of that from the cloud and the surface.

For these reasons, in regions where these cloud situations are more common, the retrieval uncertainty is higher than in other

places. The user should bare in mind the regionally varying skill of the CDR which is not handled by the simulator in their

model evaluations.

3 Cloud_cci simulator15

The Cloud_cci simulator has been developed to enable modelers to compare model cloud fields to the Cloud_cci CDR. Within

the Cloud_cci project, a simplified simulator called SIMplistic cloud simulator For ERA-interim (SIMFERA) was developed

(Stengel et al., 2018) aiming at comparisons with model reanalysis datasets such as ERA Interim in offline mode. The main

difference between SIMFERA and the simulator introduced here is that it mainly tackles the discrepancies in horizontal and

vertical scales between the observations and model with minimal modifications to the basic model output. The Cloud_cci20

simulator presented here follows closely the methodology of the other simulators for passive sensors in COSP, especially the

MODIS simulator. As with the other simulators in COSP, this simulator requires grid averages on model levels as input for

cloud cover, cloud water content, cloud effective radius and temperature.

The first step in the simulator is downscaling the horizontally relatively coarse model grid boxes to the resolution of the

satellite data. For this purpose the sub-sampler as described in Jakob and Klein (1999) called scops.F90, which is included25

in COSP, is used. The sub-sampler creates sub-grids within the native model grid and maps the model layer cloud fractions

onto the sub-columns in a manner consistent with the cloud overlap assumptions made in the model. Both EC-Earth and

RACMO employ the maximum–random overlap assumption, which, in short means that vertically adjacent clouds are treated

as maximally overlapping while vertically separated cloud layers are assumed to have random overlap. This information is

lost from the grid averaged modeled fields, but is necessary to replicate in the simulator for a fair comparison. The number of30

sub-columns per grid depends on the model’s horizontal resolution assuming 100 sub-columns for a 1° grid. This version of

EC Earth requires 70 sub-columns, and RACMO, which is still too coarse to not require the use of sub-columns, needs 22.

In-cloud τc is calculated for each model layer and separately for ice and liquid from in-cloud water contents and re, after

which these properties are copied from the model grid to the cloudy levels of the sub-columns. The simulated τc is the integral

sum of the partial optical depths ,τi in the sub column. After this step, the simulator mimics the Cloud_cci CDR cloud mask

by treating all sub-columns with an integrated cloud optical depth less than the limit for “thin clouds” (τc< 0.2, see Sect. 2.3)5

as cloud free, and the rest as cloudy. The simulated average τc is simply the linear average τ̄c(τc > 0.2) per grid box. Both
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linear and log averaged τc are available variables in the Cloud_cci CDR, and here the simulated τc corresponds to the linearly

averaged τc.

The cloud fraction is simulated by counting the number of cloudy sub-columns divided by the total number of sub-columns

per grid. Cloud fractions are also provided for low (CTP > 680 hPa), mid ( 680 hPa< CTP <440 hPa), and high (CTP10

<440 hPa) clouds so that the user may focus on these cloud categories separately.

The cloud phase is “retrieved” in nearly the same manner as done by the MODIS simulator described in Pincus et al. (2012).

The cloud phase is determined from the highest-most cloudy region in the sub-columns between the Top of Atmosphere (TOA)

to one optical depth down into the cloud according to:

p= NINT

(∑τ
TOA τ

liq
i + 2τ icei∑τ

TOA τ
liq
i + τ icei

)
(1)15

where τ = min(1, τc) and where τ liq/icei are the partial optical depths for liquid and ice phase respectively in a model layer,

i. NINT means “the nearest integer”. As can be deduced from 1, if the top of the cloud is mostly ice (p=2), the phase is retrieved

as such, and vice versa for liquid (p=1). Note also that all cloudy columns are determined to be one phase or another, hence

never undetermined.

The CTP is found at the model pressure (P ) where τc reaches τc = 1 integrated from the TOA, or in the case when 0.2<τc<20

1, the cloudy model level closest to the surface:

CTP = P (τ = min(1, τc)) (2)

In this way the simulator emulates the difficulty in retrieving multi-layered clouds. Cloud Top Height (CTH) and Cloud Top

Temperature (CTT) are set to the model height and temperature, respectively at the same level where CTP is simulated. The grid

average CTP is calculated by log-linear averaging of the sub-grid CTPs, as opposed to linear averaging for all other simulated

grid averages. The re is also simulated using the same approach as the MODIS simulator, i.e. performing a simplified pseudo-

inversion as described in Pincus et al. (2012). However, the simulated Cloud_cci differs from MODIS since, for consistency

with the Cloud_cci CDR, the simulator uses the same cloud particle models as used in Cloud_cci retrievals (McGarragh et al.,5

2018), and they differ from those used in the MODIS retrievals. Liquid Water Path (LWP) and Ice Water Path (IWP) are

calculated from the simulated τc and re in the same manner as for the Cloud_cci CDR which follows Stephens (1978). The

cloud albedo is derived from LUTs as a function of simulated re and τc, and the solar zenith angle.

The simulator makes use of a solar zenith angle limit (Θ0 <80°) to ensure that retrievals which can only be made during

daytime conditions are only simulated during daylight hours. See Table 1 for a complete list of the variables simulated by the10

Cloud_cci simulator.
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Table 1. The cloud variables produced by the simulator. The middle column specifies the separate categories available for each variable, and

the third column indicates under which illumination conditions the variables are available

Cloud variable Categories day/night

Cloud fraction total, ice, liquid, low, mid and high day and night

Cloud top height, temperature, pressure day and night

τc liquid, ice day only

re liquid, ice day only

CWP liquid, ice day only

CTP-τc 2D histograms liquid, ice day only

Cloud albedo day only
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3.1 The impact of using a simulator on cloudiness

To demonstrate the importance of using satellite simulators for model to observation comparisons of cloud variables, we assess

the separate impact of 1) sampling the model to match the satellite overpass times and 2) the impact of taking into account the

under-representations of very thin clouds in the dataset due to limited satellite sensor sensitivities. These two aspects influence

the simulations to a different extent depending on the variable. First we demonstrate the consequence of diurnal sampling on

LWP, one of the variables expected to be strongly impacted by the diurnal cycle.

3.1.1 Temporal sampling

To not take the temporal sampling of the satellites into account is a potentially strong error source in model to satellite compar-5

isons for certain cloud variables such as cloud water, with the uncertainty increasing with increasing model resolution (Guan

et al., 2013). So far it is the responsibility of the user to ensure that the temporal sampling of the model matches that of the

satellite, and many publications, such as in Ban-Weiss et al. (2014) rightly take the Equatorial overpass time (EOT) into ac-

count when doing model comparisons. However, if a user compares simulated output from the model directly to observations

without taking into account the EOT of the satellites used to make the CDR, bias due to temporal sampling will be introduced.10

Fig. 1 shows the EOT of the satellites used to make the AVHRR-PM version of the Cloud_cci CDR.
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Figure 1. The local time of EOT of the daytime (ascending) nodes of the satellites used to create the Cloud_cci AVHRR-PM CDR. The

figure is a modified version of the same data in Stengel et al. (2017)
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Figure 2. The total average LWP from EC-Earth based on available all time steps (left), and the fractional deviation of the average LWP

from sampling at 14:00 local time compared to the day average (100× ( LWP14
LWPref

− 1)). The data are directly from the model from the period

1982 to 2014.

These polar orbiting satellites start sampling the Earth at mid-afternoon1 globally at the start of their lifetime, but the local

time of sampling “drifts” slowly over time if a satellite does not actively compensate for this. For instance, at the start of

the period when the Cloud_cci CDR is based on NOAA-11 (November 1988), the EOT is around 13:30 local time, and just

before switching data source to NOAA-14 (February 1995), the EOT is close to 17:00 local time. Especially in areas where the15

diurnal cycle of clouds or their properties is strong, the effect of sampling the atmosphere at later and later local times may be

misinterpreted as cloud trend.

The impact of not taking the satellite overpass into account is demonstrated in Fig. 2 using the original model data (i.e., not

simulations of Cloud_cci) of LWP, one of the variables impacted the hardest by temporal sampling (Guan et al., 2013). The

average LWP is on the left, and the fractional deviation between the average LWP at 14:00 and the total day average is on20

the right. 14:00 is the local time chosen for comparison here since it is near the nominal EOT of the ascending node of the

afternoon satellites using this version of the Cloud_cci CDR (see Fig. 1).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the largest biases can be between around 50 % to 100 % when comparing the average at 14:00

local time to the average from all the model data. The biases at this local time are largely positive over land, and negative (and

smaller) over ocean at this sampling time. The bias is most prominent over tropical land, which tends to be more cloud free5

in the morning while very often thunderstorms develop in the afternoon, and in the oceanic regions off the west coasts of the

continents where conditions are dominated by stratocumulus in the morning which mostly clears up during the day.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, there are periods in the CDR where the sampling EOT is far off 14:00. For instance for the periods

near the end of NOAA-7 and NOAA-9, and longer periods near the end of NOAA-11 and NOAA-14 data series the EOT is

16:00 or later. At 17:00, the extreme, the bias pattern is quite different with large areas of negative and positive differences

compared to the day-mean (not shown).

1This is as the satellite ascends from south to north, the descending EOT is shifted 12 hours from the ascending node
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Impact on Total Cloud Fraction

DJF
sampled−unsampledsampled−unsampled simulated−sampledsimulated−sampled simulated−unsampledsimulated−unsampled

JJA

−20 −16 −12 −8 −4 0 4 8 12 16 20

%

Figure 3. The simulated TCF minus the model TCF. The leftmost column shows the impact of sampling the model to match the EOT of the

satellites in a similar way as in Fig. 2, but this time for TCF and using the EOT shown in Fig. 1 (sampled model minus unsampled model), the

middle column shows the simulated lack of sensitivity of the AVHRR sensor to optically very thin clouds (τc< 0.2) (simulated Cloud_cci -

sampled model), and the rightmost column shows the combined impact on these two effects (simulated Cloud_cci - unsampled model). The

top row is valid for December, January, and February (DJF), and the bottom is for June, July, and August (JJA). The data covers the period

1982–2014.

In general, the geographic regions where there is a strong diurnal cycle are expected to be where the largest sampling errors

will occur. We decided for the sake of reducing the temporal sampling bias the Cloud_cci simulator should include the satellite

overpass times as a function of year, month, and satellite so that the model can be automatically sampled at the local time that5

best matches the satellite and time period.

3.1.2 Cloud sensitivity

Using the basic cloud variable TCF, we demonstrate the combined effect of temporal sampling and removing clouds too thin

to be retrieved in the Cloud_cci CDR. Fig. 3 shows separately these two important effects of the simulator: sampling the data

at the correct satellite overpass time as described in the previous section (left), removing clouds too thin to be retrieved in10

Cloud_cci (centre), and their combined effect which is the translation from model TCF into simulated TCF (right).
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Overall, the simulator clearly reduces the TCF. The left column of Fig. 3 showing the difference between sampled and

unsampled model data, illustrates that the effect of temporal sampling is important but nonetheless not as important as the

effect of removing all thin clouds (center column) to the total difference between the simulated cloud_cci and the unsampled

model. There are two important features to mention about the sampled minus unsampled difference; Unlike LWP, TCF is15

retrieved both during daytime and nighttime and therefore TCF is the average from 2 satellite overpasses per day, mostly

around 2PM and 2AM local time (see Fig. 1), as opposed to LWP retrievals which can only be retrieved during daylight hours

(2PM). Therefore the error introduced by not sampling the model data is less for day-and night variables such as TCF compared

to daylight only variables.

Another feature is a clear interference pattern that is seen in the difference between the sampled and the unsampled model20

data. The longitudinal interference pattern appears at 90 degree intervals where the difference between the sampled and un-

sampled data reduces to exactly 0. This is a side effect from linearly interpolating between model time steps in order to sample

the model data at a common local time that matches the EOT of the satellite. At evenly spaced longitudes, sampling the model

to the ascending and descending EOT is found from, for example, data at exactly 0.5×6UTC +0.5×12UTC for the ascending

node and 0.5×18UTC +0.5×24UTC for the descending node. The average of these two interpolated values here is exactly the25

same as the average of the 4 model times steps at this longitude. This leads to a pattern of minimum and maximum differences

that is repeated 360◦

N times, whereN is the number of model times steps per day. The longitudes at which the minima are found

depend on the EOT of the satellite. The interference patterns are a little blurred since the EOT is not constant over 33 years.

This effect should also be present on top of any ’real’ differences whenever observational data based on two satellite overpasses

per day is compared to model data when no attempt at temporal sampling has been made.30

The global mean TCF is reduced by the simulator by about 10 %. As a reference, using CALIOP v4.0 data, we established

that a global average of about 14 % are “thin clouds” (τc< 0.2). Noteworthy from Fig. 3, the TCF is reduced by up to 20 %

in some regions such as in large swathes of the Tropics and Polar regions, whereas for others such as at mid-latitudes TCF

is only lightly impacted. This can be explained by the model correctly reflecting the observed high frequency of thin Cirrus

clouds in the Tropical regions (Sassen et al., 2008) which are re-classified as cloud free by the simulator. In the Polar regions,

EC-Earth tends to have a high frequency of very thin, and likely false clouds which are also removed by the simulator. The

regional distribution of the effect of the simulator on TCF is quite different depending on the season. The impact on TCF by

the simulator over South-East Africa in JJA is an increase in cloudiness because the temporal sampling effect described in5

Sect. 3.1.1 has a positive sign and is larger than the reduction by removing thin clouds..

4 Results EC-Earth

4.1 Cloud fraction

Several studies have made use of the layered cloud cover for assessing the climate variability in GCMs (Zhang et al., 2005).

The cloud cover varies quite substantially on a seasonal basis as seen by comparing JJA, Fig. 4, and DJF, Fig. 5. The TCF is10

included in each figure for reference and is the sum of the low, mid, and high layers.
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Figure 4. Cloud fractions separated by cloud altitude from the Cloud_cci CDR (left column) and difference between the simulated Cloud_cci

based EC-Earth atmosphere and the observations (right column), separated into TCF (top row), high clouds (second row), mid-level clouds

(third row), and low clouds (bottom row), for JJA.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for DJF.
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Overall, the distribution of high clouds is reasonably well captured by EC-Earth, although the simulations show an overall

underestimation of tropical high cloud fraction. EC-Earth seems to have too few clouds associated with the Inter-Tropical

Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in general in both seasons. Also, it appears the high clouds associated with the Indian Monsoon

may be too far west in EC-Earth during JJA as seen by the very large over-representation of high clouds over the Arabian15

subcontinent and sea (around 20 % more than the observations). There is a larger deficit of high clouds over Tropical Africa

and South America in JJA compared to DJF.

For low clouds, a prominent feature is the large deficit in (or large under-prediction of) cloudiness in the subtropical maritime

Stratocumulus regions off the west coast of Southern Africa, South America, and Southern North America especially in JJA but

also in DJF. EC-Earth’s underestimation of low-clouds in the subtropical Stratocumulus regions relative to ISCCP observations20

was also noted by Lacagnina and Selten (2014). The underestimation of subtropical maritime clouds is common in climate

models and is largely due to a lack of regional variability in low cloud fraction in these regions (Noda and Satoh, 2014), which

is linked to the variability of atmospheric stability of the lower atmosphere (Sun et al., 2011).

Low clouds are also under-predicted in the storm track regions and mid-latitude oceans compared to Cloud_cci in respective

winter hemispheres, as was also found in the EC-Earth to ISCCP comparison study (Lacagnina and Selten, 2014). For the polar25

regions, low clouds are overestimated compared to Cloud_cci as previously found in Koenigk et al. (2013). However, the size

of the deficit seen here may also be related to the temporal sampling of the model by the simulator. The left columns in Fig. 3

indicate that the largest reductions in cloudiness when comparing non-sampled to sampled model TCF are in the subtropical

marine Stratocumulus regions. This may indicate that on top of the general deficit in low clouds, a mismatch in the diurnal

cycle between the model and observations may also play a role.

Outside the Tropics, the model cloudiness may be quite feasible if one takes into account that the Cloud_cci CDR may

place some thin high clouds too low in altitude, artificially decreasing the high cloud fraction and increasing the amount of5

mid-level clouds. However, the strong negative cloud fraction bias in some regions can only be partially explained by this.

The negative bias in tropical high clouds could be in part a consequence of the simulator removing too many clouds in these

regions, or that the model has them optically too thin. But also, since this simulator like the MODIS, and ISCCP simulators,

uses a global constant τc threshold, it may be a little too high for the Tropics, and too low for other regions compared to the

actual performance of the Cloud_cci cloud mask of this version of the dataset.5

4.2 Cloud vertical distribution
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Figure 6. A map of the regions selected for further investigation adapted from (Eliasson et al., 2011, Fig 9.).
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CTP-τ 2D histogram
Global Polar regions

Midlatitude westerlies Stratocumulus regions

Tropical Warm Pool Tropical continents

Figure 7. CTP–τc histograms of simulated Cloud_cci based on EC-Earth (left) and the Cloud_cci CDR (right) for selected regions (see

Fig. 6). Total cloud fractions for each region are indicated in the panels.

By using the CTP-τc histograms shown in Fig. 7, more information on the difference in cloud vertical distribution can be

found. Globally EC-Earth is less cloudy than the Cloud_cci CDR by about 8 %. The CTP-τc distribution of clouds is quite

different between the model and observations and better understanding of the differences can be found if one separates the

distributions into separate climatological regions (Eliasson et al., 2011). Here we focus on five non-contiguous regions shown10

on the map in Fig. 6.
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In the Polar regions, the vertical distribution of clouds deviates strongly from the Cloud_cci CDR. EC-Earth has a high

frequency of relatively thin, mid-high clouds, a feature completely missing from the Cloud_cci CDR. However the datasets’

skill in the Arctic may be insufficient to make definitive claims about biases in the model. In the Westerlies region there are

fewer mid-level clouds in the model than in the observations in general. This difference may be attributed to mis-classifications15

of multi-layer clouds into mid-layer clouds by the Cloud_cci CDR, by the process mentioned in the previous section. The

reason EC-Earth has a higher occurrence of high clouds in the Westerlies region may be the same, but there are indications that

EC-Earth has too many very optically thick high clouds in the Westerlies regions.

In the maritime Stratocumulus regions, the model clearly underestimates the amount of clouds by about 15 %, as well under-

estimating the diversity, in terms of thickness and vertical distribution, of low clouds compared to the Cloud_cci CDR. In the20

Tropical Warm Pool (TWP) region EC-Earth is less cloudy, but tends to have substantially thicker clouds. In the tropical con-

tinental regions, EC-Earth erroneously has many more mid-level, optically thick clouds and is missing the regular occurrence

of low level thin clouds. EC-Earth also has relatively much more high-level thin clouds compared to observations, although it

has a lower total cloud fraction. Quite potentially, the mid-level clouds in the model are too thick.

4.2.1 Cloud Top Pressure25

The mean CTP is shown in Fig. 8. Overall, the cloud top pressure in the mid-latitude regions are fairly close to the observations.

However, there are other areas with large differences such as the polar regions, where EC-Earth has much higher CTP (lower

CTH), but the polar regions are also difficult places for cloud retrievals from any passive instrument, since very cold regions

risk having a bias towards lower level clouds as high clouds have similar cloud and surface temperatures. This makes retrievals

in these regions quite uncertain. More important are the differences found in the Tropics since clouds there are generally easier5

to retrieve due to the large temperature contrast between the warm surface and especially mid- and high-level clouds. EC-Earth

tends to overestimate the CTP compared to the Cloud_cci CDR around the outskirts of the TWP and especially in the central

Pacific, a region where clouds are heavily influenced by the ENSO. In contrast, in a large region covering North Africa and

the Arabian subcontinent the clouds in the model appear much higher (lower CTP) compared to the Cloud_cci retrievals. This

may be a consequence of too many high clouds as mentioned in the previous section, or the effect of thin high cirrus over the10

desert (which has a lower surface emissivity) being retrieved as mid-level clouds, or a combination of these reasons.
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Figure 8. The CTP from the Cloud_cci CDR(top left), simulated CTP based on EC-Earth (top right) and the difference between the two

(bottom). The data cover the time period 1982-2014.
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Figure 9. Same as for Fig. 8, but for liquid re.

4.3 Effective radius

Cloud microphysical properties strongly influence the radiative budget and also the water cycle. However, properties such as

re may be difficult to compare between models and satellite observations since their uncertainties are quite large and depend

strongly on the assumptions, such as optical properties of cloud particles, that must be made in the retrieval process.

The differences between EC-Earth and the Cloud_cci CDR are substantial. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the differences are

very large in terms of liquid cloud re. There is a very distinct land-sea difference, which is likely a reflection of the model

re parameterizations based on Martin et al. (1994). These depend in part on the assumed aerosol concentrations, which are5

largely different over land and sea. EC-Earth assumes one constant concentration of 900 cm−3 over land and 50 cm−3 over sea.

However, the differences can also be due to problems of the re retrievals, e.g. for broken and multi-layer clouds. There is also a

strong disagreement in terms of ice re (not shown). The skill of the retrieved ice cloud re in the version of the Cloud_cci CDR

presented here (v2.0) is questionable according to Stengel et al. (2017), and therefore left out in the comparisons for EC-Earth

and RACMO in the next section. Overall, the observations and EC-Earth are in disagreement for re and deeper analysis is

needed to find the sources to these differences.
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Figure 10. Time series of RACMO native model (orange), simulated (red), and Cloud_cci retrieved (blue) cloud properties for areas in the

Atlantic (left;25–15 °W, 48–53 °N) and North-West Europe (right; 5–15 °E, 48–53 °N) during 2011–2014: a)+b) total cloud fraction, c)+d)

liquid cloud fraction, e)+f) ice cloud fraction, g)+h) CTP (hPa), and i)+j) LWP (kgm−2). Shown are 2-month running means. All properties

are all-sky linear averages, except CTP, which is an in-cloud logarithmic average.

5 Results RACMO

This section describes the performance of the RCM, RACMO compared to the Cloud_cci CDR using the satellite simulator. In5

Fig. 10, time series of RACMO cloud property simulations are compared with the Cloud_cci CDR retrievals for two selected

areas: in the Atlantic and in North-West Europe (see Fig. 11a for the location of these areas). For these regions the simulator

does not change the RACMO TCF much, i.e. the contribution of thin clouds is very small. Note that this differs somewhat from

the EC-Earth run, which has, especially over the Atlantic region, a larger amount of thin clouds and consequently a stronger

reduction in TCF induced by the simulator (cf. Fig. 3). Compared to the satellite observations, the model overestimates TCF in10

the Atlantic, while the opposite is true over North-West Europe.
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The cloud fraction is further separated into liquid and ice cloud fractions (LCF/ICF). In the model a grid box can contribute

to both cloud fractions, so the sum of LCF and ICF will in general be larger than TCF. In the simulator, as well as in the

retrieval, a column is either designated the liquid or the ice phase, so that the two fractions will add up to TCF. As a result,

the simulator decreases both LCF and ICF compared to the native model, making it much more comparable to the retrievals.15

The CTP in the model is much smaller than retrieved, i.e. the cloud tops are higher. The simulator increases log-mean CTP by

about 100 hPa in both regions by removing modeled thin high cloud layers, bringing it much closer to the satellite retrieval.

To multi-phase clouds in the model (typically ice above liquid), the simulator will tend to designate the ice phase. The liquid

water in the lower clouds is then basically interpreted as ice. Consequently, the simulated LWP is smaller than in the native

model. In the Atlantic this leads to a closer agreement with the satellite observations. In North-West Europe the native model20

LWP is on average already comparable to the satellite measurements, and the simulator turns this into an underestimation.

For the Cloud_cci CDR and the areas shown in Fig. 10, the correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) between simulated and

retrieved time series ranges between 0.55 (for TCF over the Atlantic) and 0.86 (for TCF in North-West Europe and ICF in both

regions). In general, the simulated time series correlate (much) better with the retrievals than the native model time series. As

an indication, the mean correlation coefficients for the two regions and five parameters considered are 0.56 and 0.74 for the

native-modelled and simulated time series, respectively.

Spatial distributions of modelled and retrieved cloud properties are shown in Fig. 11.As noted before, the simulator has a5

relatively small impact on RACMO TCF, with a reduction of about 2 % over the model domain. The modeled and retrieved

spatial patterns in TCF correspond rather well. Note for example the agreement in orography-related TCF patterns in the Alps

and Carpathians. However, the model (and simulated) TCF is higher than the retrieval over the Atlantic, particularly in the

southern part of the domain, where differences reach 20%. The opposite is true over most of the continent, including the Baltic

Sea and the Black Sea. An underestimation of RACMO TCF compared with satellite retrievals over the (western) European10

continent was also found by Roebeling and van Meijgaard (2009).
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Figure 11. Maps of 2011–2014 mean modeled and retrieved cloud properties: a-d) total cloud fraction, e-h) cloud top pressure (hPa), i-l)

LWP (kgm−2), m-p) liquid τc, and q-t) liquid cloud droplet effective radius (µm). The columns show from left to right the native model,

the simulator, the Cloud_cci data, and the difference between simulator and retrieval. All properties are all-sky averages, except CTP and

re, which are in-cloud averages. In addition, CTP has been logarithmically averaged, while the other properties have been linearly averaged.

Panel (a) shows the areas defined for the time series analysis in Fig. 10.
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For CTP the agreement between the simulated model results and the retrievals is rather good over the Atlantic, while over

land the modeled clouds have higher tops (lower CTP) than retrieved, even after the simulator has been applied. LWP patterns of

simulator-retrieval differences are rather similar to those for TCF. These patterns can be roughly understood from the generally

higher TCF and τc in the simulated model results over ocean, and the lower TCF and re over land. The liquid re plots reflect the15

simple parameterization of re in the model, depending on fixed, and very different, aerosol concentrations over land and water

(see Sect. 4.3). This results in a sharp land-sea gradient in the modeled/simulated re, with much smaller droplets over land.

Since the τc for model layers is determined from liquid/ice water content and re, τc shows an opposite gradient with strongly

enhanced τc values over land. Such features can be improved if actual aerosol data are introduced for the calculation of re.

Apart from this land–sea artifact in τc related to re, the model also appears to overestimate LWP and liquid τc in particular20

near the western coasts of the continent.

6 Conclusions

A Cloud_cci satellite simulator has been developed to test the performance of model clouds compared to the new satellite

CDR, Cloud_cci. In this study we have assessed certain aspects of cloudiness in the GCM EC-Earth and the RCM RACMO.

Firstly, the impact of using the simulator compared to just relying on the “native” model is shown using the TCF. In large25

areas more than 20 % of the cloud cover is reduced by the simulator through the process of removing thin clouds, although

the average global reduction is around 10 %. This is in line with the reality that the Cloud_cci retrievals tend to not detect

clouds that are optically thinner than a global average of around τc = 0.2. We also demonstrated the importance of sampling

the model at the correct local time to match the EOT of the satellites used in the Cloud_cci CDR. As was illustrated with model

LWP, large areas may have up to 50 % too much or too little LWP only due to sampling errors if the satellite overpass time has30

drifted by 4 hours or so, and this mainly impacts the areas with a large diurnal cycle. For this reason the simulator automatically

samples the model at the EOT of the satellites used in the Cloud_cci CDR.

Overall EC-Earth produces much the same cloudiness as seen in observations, with some key differences. For instance, in

the Tropics, the cloud tops are too low in the model, especially in the Central Pacific region, whereas over North Africa and

the Arabian subcontinent the clouds in EC-Earth appear too high. However, the desert areas tend to be dominated by thin high

clouds, a cloud type that tends to be biased low for Cloud_cci (Stengel et al., 2017). There are also very large differences

between EC-Earth and Cloud_cci in terms of re.5

The evaluation of RACMO indicates some biases with respect to the Cloud_cci data. In particular cloud amount is higher in

the model over the northern Atlantic. In contrast, over continental Europe the modeled cloud amount is lower, and the modeled

CTP is — even after a considerable enhancement implied by the simulator — lower than retrieved.

Overall, the results shown here convincingly demonstrate that a simulator is needed to make meaningful comparisons be-

tween modeled and retrieved cloud properties. It is promising to see that for (nearly) all cloud properties the simulator improves10

the agreement of the model with the satellite data.
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Appendix: Glossary

τc visible cloud optical depth at 550nm. 5–9, 13, 14, 17, 19, 25, 26645

re cloud particle effective radius. 5, 7–9, 22, 25, 26

AATSR Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer. 2

AMIP Atmospheric Model Inter-comparison Project. 4

AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer. 2, 4–6, 10, 11

CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation. 2, 3, 14650

CC4CL Community Cloud Retrieval for Climate. 5

CDR Climate Data Record. 1–8, 10–13, 15, 17, 19–24, 26, 27
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CFMIP Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project. 3

CLARA CM SAF cLoud, Albedo and RAdiation dataset. 2, 6

CM SAF Satellite Application Facility on Climate Monitoring. 2655

CORDEX Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment. 5

COSP CFMIP Observation Simulator Package. 3, 4, 7

CTH Cloud Top Height. 8, 20

CTP Cloud Top Pressure. 1, 5, 7–9, 19–21, 23–26

CTT Cloud Top Temperature. 8660

CWP Cloud Water Path. 5, 9

DJF December, January, and February. 13, 14, 16

DWD Deutscher Wetterdienst. 1

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts. 4

ENSO El Niño Southern Oscillation. 2, 20665

EOS Earth Observing System. 5

EOT Equatorial overpass time. 10–14, 26

ERA European Re-Analysis. 4, 5

GCM Global Climate Model. 4, 5, 14, 26

HadGEM Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model. 5670

HIRLAM High Resolution Limited Area Model. 4

HTESSEL Hydrology TESSEL. 4

IFS Integrated Forecast System. 4

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2

IR Infrared. 2, 3675
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ISCCP International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project. 2, 3, 17

ITCZ Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone. 17

IWP Ice Water Path. 8

JJA June, July, and August. 13–15

KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut. 1, 5680

LWP Liquid Water Path. 8, 10, 12, 14, 23–26

MISR Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer. 2

MODIS MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer. 2, 3, 7, 8, 17

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 5, 12

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction. 4685

OE Optimal Estimation. 2, 5

PATMOS-x Pathfinder Atmospheres- Extended. 2

RACMO Regional Atmospheric Climate Model. 1, 4–7, 22–24, 26

RCM Regional Climate Model. 4, 23, 26

RRTM Rapid Radiation Transfer Module. 4690

SEVIRI Spinning Enhanced Visible Infra-Red Imager. 3

SIMFERA SIMplistic cloud simulator For ERA-interim. 7

SMHI Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. 1

SST Sea Surface Temperature. 4

TCF Total Cloud Fraction. 1, 13–15, 23, 24, 26695

TESSEL Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land. 4

TKE Turbulence Kinetic Energy. 4
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TOA Top of Atmosphere. 8

TWP Tropical Warm Pool. 20

UTC Coordinated Universal Time. 5700

VIS Visible. 2, 3
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